
Preface 
 

This is a translation into English of a German letter dated March 14, 1909, from Carl Eduard 
Kühnert (4 November 1833 to 7 July 1910) to Ferdinand Gerhard Walther (23 February 1847 to 
25 May 1933). Copies of this letter are stored at Concordia Historical Institute in St. Louis, 
Missouri, to whom I am grateful for sending me in turn further copies, from which I have been 
able to work. 

Walther was married to Bertha Emilie Biltz (23 February 1853 to 10 November 1944). 
Bertha’s father was Franz Julius Biltz (24 July 1825 to 19 November 1908) who is a pivotal figure 
in the letter.  

Bertha and Kühnert were second cousins, sharing in Gotthold Friedrich Biltz (20 August 
1750 to 22 September 1820) a common great-grandfather. This family relationship explains 
part of the background for why Kühnert wrote Walther. 

I have decided to try to steer away from a literal word-for-word translation and instead 
have aimed for a more stylistically correct English rendering of what Kühnert was writing to his 
relative. Unfortunately, I don’t believe I have completely succeeded in getting rid of all clumsy 
literal translations, but I have tried. Furthermore, at times I have had to make decisions about 
exactly what Kühnert was trying to impart. In such cases I may have felt it necessary to take 
certain liberties. I hope I haven’t misrepresented the author too much. 

I have tried my best to provide an accurate reading of the letter, however it is still possible 
that the translation includes errors – of transcription, of understanding, of interpretation, etc. 

For the most part there are no paragraphs in the original letter. I have added paragraphs in 
the translation to help organize the content by topic. The translation retains the pagination of 
the original. I have placed missing and/or illegible text, additions, editorial notes and 
clarifications in the translation [in square brackets]. 

I recommend to anyone who knows German to read the transcription itself. The language 
is a bit outdated, and because he’s trying to communicate so much in a limited amount of space 
the author sometimes suddenly changes topic without really providing much lead-in.  

Consulting the original, or at least the available copies of the original, is of course also to be 
recommended, but bear in mind that the original was written in an old German script that is 
difficult even for modern Germans to read. In addition, the available copies are in spots difficult 
to decipher and sometimes completely illegible.  

I hope I have done justice to the letter and hope that the translation may perhaps provide 
some assistance to researchers interested in the persons, families and events that are 
mentioned in the letter. 

Matthew Wyneken 
20 March 2022 
Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany 
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Chemnitz, March 4, 1909 

Esteemed Pastor F. G. Walther, 

dear brother-in-law, 

In addition to the letters from your father-in-law and from Reinhold Lindner (8 sheets of 
text) I am sending you 16 pages of chronicle notes about the members of the Biltz family, as far 
as your deceased father-in-law Franz Julius Biltz is concerned. The chronicle is only piecemeal. 
Mrs. Klara Müller, Wilhelm Biltz‘ daughter, who is widowed and lives in Oberfrohna, would be 
able to complete the information. I do enjoy visiting relatives – we live only 3 hours apart – but 
I have not had time to ask her for additions.  

I will only mention one visit to relatives because it is so unique: Louise Bergt née Völker 
said to me in 1877, “Cousin Carl, you are the first one to visit us from our homeland since 
1838.” 

My being able to attend the synodal assembly in Altenburg, where your father held the 
lecture on predestination [“Gnadenwahl”], is of unforgettable value to me. I met your father in 
Mittelfrohna at Sittner’s house. At that time he was just returning from visiting pastor W. Löhe 
[in Germany]. In 1877 I visited your father in his study. Your father and I took the boat together 
from St. Louis to Wittenberg and back. The return trip there was our last time together. He gave 
me his book of sermons for the related family Gustav Fritsche (material goods businessman 
[“Materialkaufmann”, I’m not completely sure what this is] in Chemnitz) as a gift for Fritsche. 
Pastor S. Keyl also had dealings with Fritsche in his day. Gustav Fritsche has died. His two sons-
in-law, Weinhold and Thegson have the business together. They are honorable people. The 
Fritsche family and their descendants are blessed with earthly goods. Pastor S. Keyl preferred to 
stay with Fritsche in order to introduce them to God's word. I heard candidate S. Keyl preach in 
Niederfrohna about the text “though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death”. He also 
preached in the “Dreieinigkeitskirche” [Trinity] in Chemnitz. He mentioned in particular: The old 
Fritz [i.e. Frederick the Great] asked his court preacher, “How do you recognize that the Bible is 
truth?” The answer was, “By the Jews”.  

In 1896 your brother-in-law Adolf Biltz visited me. He gave me detailed information about 
his siblings.  

Enclosed as printed matter [you will find] 5 photographs of my grandfather Gottlob Biltz. 
His estate included several copies. I am sending the following photographs for your collection: 
one of Gottlob Sittner, one of Eduard Kühnert – oldest son of my son Gerhard (and wife Clara 
Erbe), and one of yours truly. If you’d like, you can do what I do and put a complete description 
on the back of the photographs. This will increase their value for posterity. 

At an earlier place in this letter I said there are persons in the Biltz family with the 
surnames Völker and Lindner. At my [text illegible] in Frohna and Altenburg, I was convinced of 
the closeness of love in which these brothers and sisters understood each other, and truly lived 
as brothers and sisters. Reinhold Lindner came to America many years after 1838. Weinhold 
with his wife Emilie née Lindner were the last to join his relatives and siblings. God's gracious 
guidance had brought them into a church community. There was great value in this [piece?].  



Another portion of the Biltz family that came to America was a Schulze family from 
Oberfrohna. The maiden name of the wife Emilie was Seidenglanz, [her] mother Wilhelmine 
was a daughter of [Wilhelm] Biltz from Mittelfrohna. Mrs. Emilie Schulze is a widow and lives in 
Bridgeport, Connecticut at 62 6th Str. She sends her greetings as friend and family to you and 
all your siblings. 
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The letters F.J. Biltz wrote to his cousin Wilhelm Biltz in Mittelfrohna came into the hands 
of his [i.e. Wilhelm Biltz‘] son-in-law Robert Bauer. Bauer was a surveyor in Glauchau. During 
my last visit to him, he handed these letters over to me. The reason for handing them over was 
that he knew how close our relationship was. The manner with which he handed them over to 
me during our last meeting was a presentiment of his imminent death. Bauer died after a short 
illness only a few months later. Bauer and his wife, Clara, had been very attached to the Biltz 
family. Bauer's father used to be a parishioner [“Beichtkind”, literally “person who confesses 
to”] of Rev. Ferdinand Walther, pastor in Bräunsdorf, later Prof. Dr. C.F.W. Walther in St Louis. 
[In other words] your father, pastor F. G. Walther, the son of the above-mentioned, to whom I 
address this letter. 

In the letter for Wilhelm Biltz that arrived on April 7, 1853 there are serious questions 
about the behavior of the lawyer, Advokat Eduard Müller. The present author, Carl Eduard 
Kühnert, knew this man well. According to the patriarchal jurisdiction laws the owner of the 
manor in Mittelfrohna, von Wilncki, was the district judge in his parish. He had this magisterial 
activity administered by Advokat Müller. He [Müller] always performed his duties well. My 
father was the local judge in the part of Mühlau belonging to Mittelfrohna from 1839-1849. In 
1849 the patriarchal jurisdiction was transferred to the state. The conduct of Advokat Müller 
can correctly be referred to as negligent. In his defense I want to say that he was overwhelmed 
with work. The reason that the final invoice reached Franz Julius Biltz’ hands at such a late date 
was that Müller worked meticulously; Müller completed his work with little writing. I do not 
wish to excuse the delay. Müller's honesty has been proven by the correct final account. Müller 
proved his truthfulness by how he would bring court cases to a rapid conclusion: Müller would 
try to convince both parties to reconcile. In this piece [I am unsure what Kühner means by this] 
he was generally acknowledged to be unselfish. Advokat Müller's burial place is only six steps 
away from the burial place of his wife and two daughters.  

[The letter from] 28th July 1858 includes the question, “Is uncle Gottlob Biltz still alive?” 
This was my mother‘s father. This is what defines how we [i.e. Kühnert and Walther] are 
related. My mother Caroline née Biltz and your father-in-law were first cousins. I and your wife 
are second cousins.  

My grandfather Gottlob Biltz was the first born of his siblings, born in 1780 and died 
December 8, 1856. His wife Christiane Sophie née Klitsch was from Mittelfrohna. The children: 
Gottlob, Carl and Caroline.  



I must acknowledge God's guidance in Gottlob‘s life (who bore the baptismal name of his 
father). [I don’t know whether “acknowledge God’s guidance” is a correct interpretation of 
“Gottesführung hersetzen”.] A human child that was born with Original Sin. Through holy 
baptism a child of God. People talk in a certain sense of Christians who have not fallen from 
their baptismal grace. As far as I know, this was the case with this Gottlob. The Word of God 
reigned in the home of his parents. [This was followed by] a faithful proven teacher, Dr. Gotsch, 
as pastor. The successor also preached Christ as our Savior. The word of God fell on fertile 
ground with him. He exerted such an influence on his brother-in-law, my father, that he, too, 
came to the right insight. God has means to guide his children. To God be eternal praise and 
thanks for the [illegible...] 
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 […] in sacrifice but in obedience “to know his holy will for America.” Grandfather Biltz died 
on 8th Dec 1856 in Mühlau.  

I had dealings one time as a school child with Friedrich Wilhelm Biltz, who is listed as the 
next child, born on Jan 26, 1812.  My father had purchased stockings from him and I was sent to 
pick them up. He was the owner of the Krämerbiltzhaus. He was a tall man. This is the man 
about whom one of the letters asks: How are my brother's children doing? The children died 
early. In the letter in Wilhelm Biltz‘ handwriting that arrived on April 17, 1853 there is a 
comment: Rosalie Brauch, that was the oldest child of Friedrich Biltz. Rosalie and her husband 
Herr Brauch from Mittelfrohna died young.  

There are so many different surnames in your father-in-law’s family. There are Biltzes, 
Völkers, Lindners and Schneiders. Children from the previous marriage[s] were brought in 
through the 3rd marriage. There is nobody by the name Biltz from this family currently alive.  

There are no more surviving Biltzes who descend from the first generation Wilhelm Biltz.  

From the first generation Biltz that died in 1856 [i.e. Gottlob Friedrich] there are: 
The grandson Louis Biltz, born in 1838. He is married and has a son Oskar. Louis Biltz 
lives in my house as a tenant.  
There is a grandson of the 1856 Biltz who lives in Mühlau; his name is Carl Biltz, born in 
1850. I am his godfather. He lives in the house that his father and his grandfather 
before him used to own. He has several sons. 
His brother Otto is married to a woman from the Klitsch family from Mittelfrohna and 
lives in Mühlau in the house my father built in 1835. I owned this house in 1856-1882. 
Otto Biltz has one son.  

Otto Biltz worked in America from 1881 to 1885 as a clerk. The last job [was] with a 
businessman near New York. Here he lapsed into imbecility [had a breakdown?]. Fortunately he 
sought out the help of his acquaintance, pastor S. Keyl. He brought him to a state asylum. Otto 



Biltz recovered there. Biltz asked the pastor at the asylum to inform pastor Keyl. Pastor Keyl 
wrote [back to Germany] about Otto Biltz‘s recovery. His father had died in the meantime. I 
informed the mother. Joyful for having her son returned to her, she immediately offered to pay 
the travel money for Otto Biltz to return. My daughter Caroline was going to marry Gieseler in 
Milwaukee on April 29, 1885 and my son Paul to Marie Ruhland on the same day. When my 
brother-in-law Julius Wachler agreed to travel to America on business matters I was glad that 
my 19-year-old daughter Marie would be able to travel [with him] to the wedding. First my 
brother-in-law took advantage of the opportunity to be a guest at the double wedding. Marie 
stayed on with her siblings in America. Wachler made his business visits and set back [for home, 
i.e. Germany] soon. In New York pastor Keyl and Wachler went to the state asylum [and wrote a 
message?] on a board to pick up Otto Biltz for the journey home. What a joy for the mother to 
be able to [text illegible] her son Otto. I and Louis Biltz saw to it that he got what he needed.  

Otto Biltz married Fräulein Weichert-Klitsch from Mittelfrohna. He is working in a [text 
illegible] business. His way of life from 1881 to 1885 has affected his thinking[?] and [he 
restricts himself to] his business and married life. He has no time for other things.  

I now want to continue with an anecdote that I heard from my grandfather Gottlob Biltz. 
Father-in-law Klitsch was at the home of his son-in-law Gottlob Biltz in Mühlau one day for a 
visit. As the evening approached Klitsch starts to [a large area of text is illegible] 
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… evening prayer [text illegible] but Klitsch owned a small garden plot, was a stocking weaver, 
rented a house tenant, and was the cook at family celebrations. He was invited to say the table 
prayers at meals during family celebrations. He is said to have been good at entertaining the 
guests. My grandfather describes him as a serious family father.  

Otto Biltz attended the church services in Mühlau. 

I heard the following detail from schoolmates of Franz Julius Biltz: He was a child like others 
of his kind when it came to playing a childish prank or some sort of fun. [Text illegible] as a 
jump over the stream [illegible] Julius said: “Lads, the creek is too wide, you could break your 
leg.” If we wanted to walk on the frozen pond in the winter Julius would say sternly, “Don‘t 
walk on the ice, it’s not strong enough.”  

Shortly (only a few days) before he left on the emigration, Julius was given a task that 
required him to walk from Mittelfrohna to Berthelsdorf (a distance of 2 hours). A classmate, 
Fritz Krußig, went along with him. Not a word did Julius drop about the imminent emigration. 
Fritz Krußig later became my brother-in-law. Fritz Schumann, who told me the above anecdote, 
was also a brother-in-law of mine. When people [or “we”] got together they [or “we”] would 
sometimes talk about the emigrants. 



Louise Völkert, the half-stepsister of your father-in-law [was] born on July 22, 1816 in 
MIttelfrohna in the schoolhouse. Ruh[…], the teacher, was her uncle. Louise was 22 years old in 
1838. Louise had an extensive circle of acquaintances, also in the area around Mittelfrohna. In 
the course of the years I heard a lot about this “Biltz Louise”. Her own family name receded into 
the background.  

My maternal grandparents came from Mittelfrohna. My grandmother, whose maiden 
name was Klitsch, took me with her as a small child to Mittelfrohna and Fichtigstal. From 1850 
on I associated with Carl Bergt from Burgstädt, the brother of Wilhelm and Adolf Bergt. I 
associated with August Sterzel in Niederfrohna. Both had gone to America in 1838. Through 
these men I learned what had happened leading up to 1838. What happened during the 
emigration and immigration. The disturbance caused by Martin Stephan’s sin becoming publicly 
known, his impenitence, his annoyance.  

Dr. Marbach and Dr. Wehse came back [to Germany]. 

In the same way the Christian standpoint does not stand still [implied: “but rather 
progresses”], Dr. Marbach [on the other hand] regressed. The Saxon government put him in 
charge of the lottery. Dr. Marbach’s name was printed on every lottery ticket. I myself have 
never spent a penny [literally: “an eighth” or “a bit”] on the lottery. My father never played and 
also discouraged those around him from doing so. 

Dr. Wehse confessed, “I should never have left my American fellow believers.” He is said to 
have died in Switzerland. 

I associated with August Klaus and with Gottlob Sittner from Mittelfrohna. Sterzel 
subscribed to the “Lutheraner” newspaper as soon as it came out. August Klaus and Julius Biltz 
were classmates in Mittelfrohna. August Klaus and Gottlob Sittner would have liked to emigrate 
with them in 1838 if economic questions hadn‘t made this impossible. Sittner's sister worked 
for your father in 1838. Her parents decided not to emigrate since they weren’t able to afford 
the travel expenses. The close relationship between Julius Biltz, Klaus and Sittner is a [illegible] 
in the circles [illegible] Franz Julius with 
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Klaus and Sittner from. The former maid Sittner married Krämer in Altenburg. One son [of 
theirs] married a daughter of Adolf Bergt. After father Krämer died, the widow married a 
Hellwege and remained in Altenburg. In 1877 I was a guest at the Hellweges‘ table. 

[signed] Carl Eduard Kühnert 

The following is reported about Franz Julius Biltz, born on July 24th, 1825 in Mittelfrohna 
near Limbach in the Kingdom of Saxony. 

1827, 10th of October: his father Christian Friedrich Biltz died. 



1837, 14th of July: his mother Sophie died. 

At the age of 2 years Julius Biltz became a half orphan. He was the heir of his father’s 
property. At the age of 12 he became a full orphan. God had endowed this boy with an 
outstanding ability to comprehend. As a result, he understood his future economic situation. 
His half-brother Friedrich Wilhelm continued their father’s stocking making business. If Julius 
Biltz had turned 20 in Mittelfrohna, the ownership of the house complex and the stocking 
factory with all its accessories would have fallen to him. Furthermore, his father in his days had 
been granted by the agents of the king the concession for the material goods trade [hardware?] 
for Mittelfrohna and Fichtigsthal, at that time the sole authorization for this business. This 
material goods business was quite profitable.  

Louise Völker, Julius Biltz‘ stepsister, devoted her time until the 1838 emigration to the 
material goods business. Louise Völker was a human being richly blessed by God. Through her 
mother’s remarriage she was deemed a full sister by the Biltz and Lindner children and treated 
by them as such with honor. At the beginning of the emigration the whole Mittelfrohna region 
spoke respectfully and with approval of “Biltz Louise”. Julius Biltz, too, was not forgotten by 
relatives, neighbors and acquaintances. 

The closest ties were kept to those members of the congregation who had been won over 
by their pastors to God's Word and Lutheran teachings [but who] for economic reasons were 
unable to join the emigration. Even though friendship was not cultivated by correspondence, 
the bond of faith was not severed, the fire of love burned until they died.  

I would like to summarize in a few words what I wanted to say in this letter. 

The life of my uncle (F.J.B.), who is resting with God, was accompanied by the blessings of 
the Lord in that he did not look at what was before his eyes. [Instead,] the glory of God and his 
salvation were before his eyes. His point of view would hardly have been feasible without [his] 
clandestine departure. It was easy for him to provide himself with linen and clothes only for the 
immediate future. All of his remaining belongings were only [as much as] a “Knipptuch” [maybe 
something like a scarf?] could hold. The slow manner with which Advokat Müller processed his 
inheritance also took decades of his patience. My uncle Julius Biltz reaped what is said in 
Genesis[?] 19:29 [“Mossäi 19,29”]. 

Enclosed is a drawing of Gottlob Fr. Biltz [1809-1849], the eldest son of my grandfather 
[Gottlob Friedrich, 1780-1856], the Mühlau uncle mentioned in letters, the oldest brother of 
Julius Biltz‘ father [Christian Friedrich, 1784-1827] . No more for today.  

Most respectful and friendly [greetings] 

Your brother-in-law Karl Eduard Kühnert 


